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Kiersty DeGroote

• Kiersty handles personal injury, 
employment law, and general 
commercial disputes. She represents 
individuals and businesses at all stages 
of litigation to ensure her clients 
receive the best possible recovery 
whether that be through settlement, 
arbitration, or trial.

• Kiersty has represented both plaintiffs 
and institutional defendants in matters 
involving allegations of sexual abuse. 



Benjamin Present

• Ben represents victims of catastrophic personal 
injuries and civil rights violations. His practice 
divides into medical malpractice, products 
liability, mass tort cases, civil rights matters, 
sexual abuse cases, and general liability 
matters.

• Prior to doing plaintiff’s work, Ben represented 
individuals and businesses in a wide range of 
litigation matters, including allegations of sexual 
assault and sexual misconduct.



The Problem with Cases 
Against Individuals

• Judgment proof?

• Exclusions from their 
insurance coverage?

• Lack of criminal 
prosecution?

• Special considerations 
regarding the victim?



Vicarious 
Liability for 
Sexual Abuse

• When an assailant sexually assaults a victim, 
he or she faces liability under a number of
intentional torts: assault, battery, intentional 
infliction of emotional distress, etc.

• A majority of states hold that an assailant’s 
employer cannot be vicariously liable for 
sexual assault because vicarious liability 
typically does not apply to intentional torts.

• But . . . there are some exceptions



Why do we 
have vicarious 
liability at the 
workplace?

Incentivizes for safety in the 
workplace

Provides the best chance for 
fair compensation to the 
employee

Represents sound 
economics



Where do we commonly see this play out?

• School settings
• Extracurricular activities (boy scouts, 

etc.)
• This is not limited to teacher-student 

relationships. Schools have been held 
responsible for abuse by other 
students. Davis v. Monroe County Bd. 
Of Educ., 120 F. 3d 1390 (1997).

• Religious institutions

• Sporting events
• Larry Nassar and USA Gymnastics

• Places of employment

• Correctional facilities

• Positions of trust between two 
adults

• Physician/patient
• Mental health professionals/patients
• Religious relationships

• Keeping in mind beliefs which may 
affect one demographic more than 
others



What is the 
potential 
exposure to 
an 
institutional 
defendant?

SETTLEMENTS AND VERDICTS
• In 2007, 508 alleged victims of the Archdioceses of Los 

Angeles settled for $660 million.

• In 2007,144 alleged victims of sexual abuse by San Diego 
clergy priests were settled for $198.1 million.

• USA Gymnastics pays $380 million settlement to over 500 
alleged victims MSU pays over $500 million

• University of Southern California pays over $215 million to 
alleged victims of gynecologist sexual abuse

• $22 million verdict in Connecticut for student abused by 
school administrator

• $1 billion verdict for female raped by security guard of 
apartment complex

• $35 million to alleged victim of Jehovah’s Witness sexual 
abuse (overturned due to ministerial exception– the Court 
found there was no duty to report the suspected abuse)

PR CONSIDERATIONS
• Practical tip: consider a crisis management firm



A Refresher on Agency

(1)Conduct of an employee is within the scope of employment if, but only if:

(a)it is of the kind he is employed to perform; 

(b) it occurs substantially within the authorized time and space limits; 

(c)it is actuated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the master, and

(d) if force is intentionally used by the servant against another, the use of 
force is not unexpectable by the master. 

• (2) Conduct of a servant is not within the scope of employment if it is 
different in kind from that authorized, far beyond the authorized time or 
space limits, or too little actuated by a purpose to serve the master. 



Possible vicarious liability theories: Non-existent

• “Where . . . the employee commits an act encompassing the use of force 
which is excessive and so dangerous as to be totally without responsibility or 
reason, the employer is not responsible as a matter of law.”

. . . 

We need not tarry long in reaching the same conclusion in this case. Nothing 
about Chick's sexual abuse of R.A. had any connection to the kind and nature 
of his employment as a minister. ”

R.A. ex rel. N.A. v. First Church of Christ, 748 A.2d 692, 699–700 (Pa. Super. 
Ct. 2000)



Possible theories of vicarious liability: 
The tortfeasor’s misguided attempt to perform his or her job 

functions

• Pelletier v. Bilbiles:

• Young man working at his father’s candy store beat a customer for 
littering on the floor.

• Supreme Court of Connecticut determined that the son’s actions 
were "an extremely forceful, although misguided, method of 
discouraging patrons" from littering.



Possible vicarious liability theories:
Sexual abuse was a “characteristic risk” of the employer’s industry

• Patient/psychiatrist - Marston v. Minneapolis Clinic of Psychiatry and 
Neurology, Ltd.,

• Schoolteacher/student - P.L. v. Aubert 

• Group home for children in crisis - Fahrendorff ex v. North Homes, Inc. 

Note: all cases where this theory was applied required expert testimony that 
the risk of sexual abuse was characteristic of the industry involved. 



Possible theories of vicarious liability: 
Connection between abuse and employment responsibilities

Employer may be held vicariously liable for harm caused by its agent where “a nexus sufficient to 

make the harm foreseeable exists between the agent’s employment and the activity which actually 

caused the injury.” “Conduct of a servant is within the scope of employment” where conduct: 

• (a) “is of the kind he is employed to perform” 

• (b) “occurs substantially within the authorized time and space limits” 

• (c) “is actuated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the master” and 

• (d) where force is used, it “is not unexpectable by the master”

Restatement (Second) of Agency § 228 (1958)

• Martinelli v. Bridgeport Roman Cath. Diocese, 989 F. Supp. 110 (D. Conn. 1997) (summary 

judgment denied where plaintiff alleged priest engaged in sexual contact while attempting to teach 

him the sacraments).



Alternative theories of vicarious liability beyond 
the traditional scope of employment test:

“Aided in Agency”: Employer may be liable for the intentional torts of an employee acting outside

the scope of his employment if the employee “was aided in accomplishing the tort by the existence 

of the agency relationship.” Restatement (Second) of Agency § 219(2)(d) (1958). This theory has 

been rejected by several states and is not well-developed in the sexual abuse context. 

Enterprise Causation: the enterprise (employer) is causally related to the harm caused by an 

employee under the theory that the “dissolution of the enterprise and the subsequent unemployment 

of the employee would reduce the probability of the wrong to zero.” The employer’s actions—of 

employing the specific employee—are thus treated as a but-for cause of the employee’s behavior, 

which in turn caused the wrong at issue. But for the employment relationship, the employee is unlikely 

to have caused the harm. Alan O. Sykes, "The Boundaries of Vicarious Liability: An Economic 

Analysis of the Scope of Employment Rule and Related Legal Doctrines," 101 Harvard Law Review 

563 (1987).



Possible theories of vicarious liability: 
Institution is already on notice of employee’s abuse

• In other words… simple negligence. The employer knew or should have 
known of the risk of abuse. 

• In many cases, states have imposed a duty upon employers to run a 
background check on an employee who will be working with children. 

• Penn State Scandal: We saw this theory play out against Penn State – and 
most famously Joe Paterno -- when Jerry Sandusky was accused of 
sexual abuse of minors. But see John Doe 6 v. Penn. State Univ., 982 F. 
Supp. 2d 437 (E.D. Pa. 2013) (Penn State not liable for Sandusky’s abuse 
of minor who was a member of Sandusky’s charity because it was outside 
the scope of employment).



Possible theories of vicarious liability: 
The issue with simple negligence– what is the duty?

• Common law holds there is no duty to protect from third parties’ intentional 
conduct absent a special relationship. These include:

• Common carrier/passenger

• Innkeeper/guest

• Property owner/licensee

• Landlord/tenants

Restatement (Third) of Torts: Liability for Physical and Emotional Harm §
40



Theories of 
Direct 
Liability for 
Sexual Abuse

More often than not, the strongest claim is 
going to be a vicarious one, but there have 
been direct claims against an institution:

• IIED
• How did the institution handle the claim?

• Intentional or reckless conduct which is extreme 
and outrageous, causing severe emotional harm.

• Practice tip: How to distinguish between harm 
caused by the abuser and harm caused by the 
institution 

• Whistleblower considerations

• Breach of fiduciary duty

• Fraudulent concealment



Negligent hiring, 
training, retention, 
or supervision

• Most likely pathway in 
your state 

• Common thread in these 
cases is the ability to 
prove notice

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://www.picpedia.org/chalkboard/n/notice.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Negligent hiring

• Did the employer:

• Fail to conduct a background 
check

• Fail to call previous employers

• Fail to check references

• Do sufficient online research 
regarding the employee

• Ignore obvious signs of 
propensity for abuse

• Have actual notice of prior sexual 
misconduct

• Otherwise fail to comply with 
state laws



Negligent training

• Did the employer: 
• Fail to train any 

employees to detect 
signs of sexual abuse?

• Mid-level management 
training on what to do 
if you receive a report

• Permit an 
inappropriate 
relationship to persist 
to between the 
employee and the 
victim

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

https://flatworldknowledge.lardbucket.org/books/beginning-management-of-human-resources/s12-training-and-development.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/


Negligent 
retention/supervision
• Did the employer:

• Fail to recognize signs of sexual abuse in 
the workplace

• Fail to follow-up on a rumor of 
inappropriate contact between employee 
and victim

• Fail to act on known or knowable conduct 
by the employee outside the workplace?

• Fail to act on an affirmative report of abuse 
within the workplace

• Violate federal or state statutes, such as 
reporting obligations (child abuse reporting 
statutes, Clery Act Violations?

1998 note from Penn State VP 
of Finance and Security Gary 
Schultz Related to Jerry 
Sandusky abuse



Practical tips:
What can employers do?

• If an employer seeks to protect itself from 
claims of negligence, negligent retention or 
negligent supervision, it may be wise to:

• Perform background checks on all employees

• Establish and distribute a firm and clear policy on 
reporting complaints of sexual abuse to the 
authorities

• Establish a clear procedure for human resources 
departments to follow in the event of a report of 
sexual abuse

• Train employees on mandatory reporting laws 

• Train employees on internal policies

• If working with children, consider policies to ensure 
children are not alone with a single adult

1998 note from Penn State VP 
of Finance and Security Gary 
Schultz Related to Jerry 
Sandusky abuse



State Specific Statutory Claims: Pennsylvania’s Human Trafficking Act (18 Pa. C.S.A. § 3051)

• Venue advantages 

• Potential additional damages available: 
punitive damages, treble damages, 
attorney’s fees

• Prohibited defenses: consent, financially 
compensated, no attempt to escape, etc.

• Typical institutional defendants:

• Hotels/motels

• Shopping malls

• Group foster homes 

• Youth shelters 



Title IX to the Education Amendments Act

• Federal Statute providing that: 

• No person in the United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation, in 
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or 
activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

• Applies to allegations of sexual misconduct within the school setting

• Grade school through graduate school, whether student-on-student or faculty-on-
student

• Provides a framework for internal adjudication of sexual abuse allegations

• Implied a federal civil cause of action against university for violations of the statute:

• Davis Next Friend LaShonda D. v. Monroe County Bd. of Educ., 526 U.S. 629 (1999)



Title IX, cont’d

• Two theories under Title IX, itself:

• “Erroneous outcome” under which a plaintiff must establish “‘particular circumstances
suggesting that gender bias was a motivating factor behind the erroneous finding.’”

• “Selective Enforcement” under which plaintiff must establish that a student of another 
gender was treated more favorably by the educational institution

• Note the availability of attorney’s fees in Title IX case. See 42 U.S.C. § 1988

• Other accompanying claims:

• Breach of contract (student handbook)

• “Fundamental fairness”

• Due process violations

• State law claims for negligence, NIED, assault and battery (against perpetrator)



Insurance considerations

• Insurance considerations:

• Exclusion for sexual 
abuse and molestation?

• Exclusion for failure to 
report employee 
misconduct?

• Limitation on coverage 
based on “occurrence” 
payout cap

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

https://www.quoteinspector.com/15-of-our-best-free-auto-insurance-images/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


Insurance considerations, cont’d

• From the Plaintiff’s perspective:

• Seek applicable insurance policies ASAP

• Careful pleading

• Crafted discovery

• Seek all applicable insurance policies 
and ask whether claims being defended 
under a reservation of rights

• Avoidance of certain arguments that might 
jeopardize coverage (e.g., alleging criminal 
activity conducted by institution)

• Be mindful of the impact one claim can have 
on others if you undertake to represent 
multiple victims of the same nucleus of facts in 
a sexual abuse setting



Insurance 
considerations, 
cont’d

• From the defense perspective:

• Ensure that all coverage issues 
are properly preserved 

• Reservation of rights

• Evaluate plaintiff’s pleadings 
and discovery to establish 
coverage defense

• Use of available coverage limits 
as a means to quickly and 
quietly settle a case

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND

http://www.geoffreyjmiller.com/2018/07/second-circuit-finds-coverage-in-cyber.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/


Defenses

• Did the abuse happen?

• Lack of notice - failure to prove negligent hiring, training, or supervision

• Not vicariously liable
• If there is vicarious liability in your state, did the abuse happen outside the course and scope of 

the employee’s job/off work property, etc.

• Causation

• Reasonable response: What steps did the institution take when the abuse was reported?

• Joint and several liability

• If a governmental organization, is there sovereign immunity?

• If a religious organization, are there any First Amendment defenses?

• Statute of Limitations
• But note…the Rice v. Archdiocese theory of the discovery rule. Rice v. Diocese of Altoona-Johnstown, 212 A.3d 1055, 2019 Pa. 

Super. 186 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2019).



Proving the abuse did not happen

• No corroborative evidence

• No medical treatment

• Did the victim have a motive to make this up?

• They cheated on a partner

• Their alleged abuser ended the relationship

• They violated religious principles by engaging in premarital sex

• They see a potential for a quick payday

• Note the risks and downsides each and every once of these defenses before a 
jury

• Was there a delay in reporting?

• Practice Tip: Litigation is not in a vacuum. Consider the PR risks of this approach. 



Issues related to joint and several liability

• “Joint and several liability” allows a plaintiff to “sue for and recover the full amount of 
recoverable damages from any defendant.” Restatement (Third) of Torts: Apportionment 
of Liability § 10 (2000).

• “Several liability” only allows the plaintiff to recover from a defendant the amount of 
fault apportioned to that defendant.

• Hybrid/variable approach – “Fair” Share Acts: Several liability unless a defendant is 
apportioned some threshold percentage of responsibility (e.g., 50 or 60 percent).

• Note that some states only apply these provisions where the plaintiff is found to 
have comparative fault.  



Issues related 
to joint and 
several liability

• Suing the perpetrator of the assault:

• Pros:

• Easier to take discovery

• His presence may inflame the 
jury’s passions

• Likely to be joined anyway by the 
institutional defendant

• Cons:

• Likely judgment proof/may be 
apportioned some level of 
responsibility that prevents full 
and fair recovery

• Check state’s joint and several 
/ comparative fault regime 
before deciding whether or 
not to sue the perpNote: In states with pure several liability or the 

hybrid approach, the entire focus of the case 
needs to be shifted to the institution’s failures.



Statute of Limitation Defense and Reform



Revival Window 
versus

Extended SOL



Pitfalls of 
Litigating a 
Revived or 

Extended Claim
in the Context 
of Institutional 

Liability

• Transferred Corporations
• Assuming the corporation still exists, some of these claims are decades 

old. Company structure, etc. will have changed.

• Collection of outdated documents
• Both plaintiffs and defendants will have a difficult time collecting 

outdated documents and records

• Deposing a corporate representative
• How can plaintiffs get valuable information from someone the “new” 

organization? 
• How can defendants determine who is the most appropriate person to 

produce?
• Schedule A document collection issues

• Explaining a Delayed Claim
• Credibility of a plaintiff
• Repressed memory issues
• Defendant’s “notice” implicated by delay

• Age Gap Between Abuser and Minor





Issues related to sovereign immunity 

Most states have some form of 
limitation on action against the state 

or municipal entities

Common issues:

• Broad invocation of immunity by 
the state

• Limited types of claim permitted

• Short notice deadlines – 90 days, 
180 days, etc.

• Caps on damages 

• Applies to a broad range of 
institutions that employ a great 
deal of people:

• Schools

• Hospitals

• Governmental agencies

• Transportation authorities

• Utilities



Immunity issues: 
Pennsylvania 
Sovereign 
Immunity/Political 
Subdivision Tort 
Claims Act

• Liability imposed.--The General Assembly . . .  does hereby waive . . . 
[as] set forth in subsection (b) . . .  sovereign immunity as a bar to an action 
against Commonwealth parties, for damages arising out of a negligent act 
where the damages would be recoverable under the common law or a 
statute creating a cause of action if the injury were caused by a person not 
having available the defense of sovereign immunity.

• (b) Acts which may impose liability.--The following acts by a 
Commonwealth party may result in the imposition of liability on the 
Commonwealth and the defense of sovereign immunity shall not be raised 
to claims for damages caused by:

. . . . 

• (10) Sexual abuse.--Conduct which constitutes an offense enumerated 
under section 5551(7) (relating to no limitation applicable) if the injuries to 
the plaintiff were caused by actions or omissions of the Commonwealth 
party which constitute negligence.

• Section 5551(7) relates to various sexual offenses against minors



Waiver of 
caps on 
damages

• (a) General rule.--Actions for which damages are limited by reference to this 
subchapter shall be limited as set forth in this section.

• (b) Amount recoverable.--Damages arising from the same cause of action or 
transaction or occurrence or series of causes of action or transactions or 
occurrences shall not exceed $250,000 in favor of any plaintiff or $1,000,000 
in the aggregate.

• (c) Types of damages recoverable.--Damages shall be recoverable only for:

• (1) Past and future loss of earnings and earning capacity.

• (2) Pain and suffering.

• (3) Medical . . . expenses . . . 

• (4) Loss of consortium.

• (5) Property losses, except that property losses shall not be recoverable in 
claims brought pursuant to section 8522(b)(5) (relating to exceptions to 
sovereign immunity).

• (d) Exclusions.--This section shall not apply to damages awarded under 
section 8522(b)(10).



K.W., a 
minor, case 
study

Case involves a March 2020 student on student sexual assault on a school bus 
owned and operated by the city of Philadelphia

My client, K.W, and the assailant were seated directly behind the driver

Bus attendant was seated several rows back having a personal cell phone 
conversation

Assailant gropes and penetrates K.W.

School District raises immunity as a defense, arguing the waiver of immunity 
only applies where the abuse occurs by a governmental employee

Relevant statute:

• The following acts by a Commonwealth party may result in the imposition of liability on the 
Commonwealth and the defense of sovereign immunity shall not be raised to claims for 
damages caused by:

• (10) Sexual abuse.--Conduct which constitutes an offense enumerated under section 5551(7) 
(relating to no limitation applicable) if the injuries to the plaintiff were caused by actions or 
omissions of the Commonwealth party which constitute negligence.



Result:

Judge Vincent L. Johnson,
Philadelphia County Court 
of Common Pleas


